These concepts and techniques are cleady applicable across the spectrum of 1CT. AIT, and AIT(CS) in the Army's training ase. Significant positive impact occurs in a number of areas:
(1) The availability of explicit performance goals, and their use to assess the effects of instructinn, sharpens the focus of training toward the production of soldiers with demonstrable skill repertoires. (2) Trainee interest and motivation to achieve the goals of instructional programs are enhanced. (3) Participation in performance-oriented training and testing systems enhancvs the profes.ional com:etence of the NCO instrt, ctor. These performance-oriented training and testing concepts and techniques are equally applicable to the training misions of the Reserve Components. However, an effective means for accomplishing application has yet to be devised.
2. Institutional change. Concentrated effort applied over time is required to accomplish innovation in Army training. Innovation is facilitated and hastened in the Army training base by (1) Involving the training research and development change agent, the training proponency, and the training operator in a close working relationship. f2) Actively involving the on-site cadre in the planning for accomplishing change. (3) First changing the tests by which training effectiveness is assessed; instructional practice will then change to reflect the tests.. 3. Systems engineering of training, properly applied, is an effective vehicle for designing instruction to meet field duty requirements.
4. Indivi'ualization or self-pacing of instruction, in combination with performanceoriented training, provides the potential for accelerating individuals through the training Imse and improving cort-effectiveness substantially.
5. The management and conduct of training constitute an important component of the spectrum of duty performed by junior officers and NCOs. An effective and systematic delivery system for providing them the tools of modern training technology has yet to be devised.
6. The conduct of training research and development in operational training settings requires a high degree of fleyibility in approach and expectation. Unanticipated operational priorities frequently preclude the elimination, control, or ever. measurement of the effects of extraneous variables. Precise measurement of clear relationships between input variables and behavioral change must often be traded for the less precise tracking of global effects and long-term trends. 1. This report summarizes research performed over a three-year period in several subefforts to provide technicul assistance to Army agencies involved in review, evaluation, and refinement of performance-oriented training in Army Training Centers. The research was conducted to continue and extend the Army's effort to develop major training innovations during its conversion to an all-volunteer force. Performance training and testing principles and techniques in these areas were instituted and reflected in various training documents, pamphlets, instruction and assessment materials, and Army staff policy decisions. 
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INTRODUCTION
Prior to the establishment of Work Unit ATC.PERFORM, HumRRO research and development studies for the Army !-ad focused on the use of performance-oriented training as a vehicle for the effective training of people at all aptitude levels. For example. Work Unit SPECTRUM had studied training method-to-aptitude relationships; and Work Unit APSTRAT had developed, tested, and implemented a peer-instructional program ba.sed on a n,.w -ombination of instructional principles that defined IprformAnce-unented training. ' 'To implh,ment the Federal Government's announced plans to reduce reliance upon the draft and to undertake ,onversion to an all-volunteer Army by July 1973, the Department (if the Army established the Office of the Special Assistant for the Modem \oluiiteq*r Army iOSAMVA) in the fall of 1970, under LTGGeorgel. Forsythe. SAMVA's master pitn priposed that the effects of extensive innovations be tested in depth mid over a broad front, beginning as soon as practicable. In November 1970. ilu=1RRO representatives spent several days at the Pentagon, at SAMVA's ciquest. autsting with the development of two of the components of the master plan: (a) formulating an approach to accomplish large-scale innovations in the Army Training Center IAT(i system, the Experimental Volunteer Army Training Program (EVATP), and b) evaluating the effects of innovations in Army life-style. Baced upon the findings of considerable prior research and the field demonstration of the successful use of pertormance-oriented training in APSTRAT, LTG Forsythe's SAMVA study group recommended use of this performance approach in training programs developed to meet the needs of the Modern Volunteer Army. SAMVA proceeded with these activities under Project VOLAR.
Beginning A letter from the U.S. Continental Army Command (now U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command--TRADOC) had directed that all training programs conducted in U.S. Army Training Centers (USATCs) he reviewed and revised to ensure that these programs he challenging, demanding, kept modem, and attuned to changing needs.' Program re-isions were to he based upon the results of systems engineering of training, the principles of the EVATP, and other actions having implications for such revisions. Performance-oriented instruction and testing were to be incorporated wherever feasible; llumRRO technical assistance was to be used during revision or redesign of instruction.
Over this one-year period, the primary effort of the training component of Work Unit VOLAR was directed toward following through on the EVATP and APSTRAT training innovations initiated during FY71, and providing technical advice and assistance to Army Training Centers and Schools on their revisions to training. During the second half of 1971. !lumRRO staff concentrated attention on Basic Combat Training (BCT) and Advanced Individual Training (AIT) as follows.
.\-is.tance was provided on a continuous basis to Fort Ord training personnel in :-:rir rt-finenent and revision of the EVATP performance tests and development of a t. i %l-control system.
Staff memhers participated in the 1-6 August conference at the U.S. Army Infantry .,ihool tUSAIS) which was convened to accomplish the revision of BCT and AIT Infantry. Representatives from TRADOC, USAIS, HumRRO, Pnd all ATCs attended. New performance-oriented Army Subject Schedules (ASubjScds), with performance tests for each subject, resulted from thi.; milei.)ae conference.
HumRRO personnel assisted Fort Ord staff in the preparation of a TRADOCrequested TV tape illustrating the concepts of performance-oriented training. This TV tape was subsequently used widely/ in the orientation of training personnel of Headquarters staffs, ATCs, and proponent school-.
Assistance was provided in the orientation of training personnel from other ATCs, and proponent schools where performance-training principles were to be implemented in instruction. This was accomplished by having contingents from other locations travel to Fort Ord where they observed training/testing innovations, mid interacted with Ord and HumRRO staff. Key personnel from Fort Dix, Fort Knox, the Ordnance Schooi, and Fort Polk were oriented in this manner.
At the request of TRADOC, traveling teams of HumRRO staff visited ATC& and Schools, and briefed command, staff, and training personnel on performance-training and testing principles, as follows:
28-29 October Fýort Polk, Louisiana 2-3 December Fort Knox, Kentucky 6-7 December Fort Campbell, Kentucky 9-10 December Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri 7-8 December Fort Gordon, South Carolina 9-10 December Fort Jackson, South Carolina Varying degrees of understanding, acceptance, and willingness to incorporate the per. formance concepts were encountered at ihe several posts, ranging from highly positive to highly negative.
The effort during the first half of 1972 was directed toward following through on the several actions initiated previously, to assist Fort Ord, other ATCs. and proponent schools in converting to the new programs for BCT and AIT. As enumerated below, such assistance was extenc..J to include a number of other ATCs and proponent schools as they undertook review and revision of their courses, as directed by the 6 April 1971 CONARC letter. Specific work was as follows.
HumRRO staff prepared and submitted a prototype revised ASuhjScd to TRADOC appropriate for use in performance-oriented training and testing. This prototype was task oriented and specified what the soldier must do, as opposed to previous subject schedules which were subject oriented. The prototype was utilized by TRADOC in providing guidance as to the content of subject schedules, the stating of performance objectives. and the inclusion of performance tests.
Assistance was provided to the training staff of three combat support training courses (AITICSI )--Cook, Wheel Vehicle Mechanic, and Radio Operator-at Fort Ord in preparing performance tests for their respective courses.
Army personnel visiting Fort Ord to observe performance-oriented training continued interaction with HumRRO staff. They included key personnel from Fort Carson. the Infantry School, the Quartermaster School, the Southeastern Signal School, the ATC at Fort Jackson, and TRADOC.
At the request of the Commanding General, Fort Ord, HumRRO undertook a subeffort to assist in the revision of the Instructor Training Course for cadre and the Basic Leadership Courses for trainee leaders at Fort Ord to begin incorporating performance-oriented training and testing concepts. This was the initial effort to introduce the concepts into the areas of instructor training and noncommissioned officer (NCO) leadership.
Fort Ord staff was assisted in implementing a new BCT-AIT testing program under the new TRADOC-approved BCT and AIT courses.
Again, at the request of TRADOC, HumRRO traveling teams made visits to other ATCs and proponent schools to bref command, staff, and training personnel on performance-oriented instruction as follows:
10 Fort McClellan, Alabama Again, attitudes were found to range from positive to negative. Civilian instructors at the proponent schools, and NCO instructors in the ATCs, were found to be the most elMuctant to change. Occasionally clear-cut resistance and adamant refusal to innovate wenri met. ('onsiderable time and patience were required to ameliorate such situations. During the second quarter of 1972, while continuing to assist Fort Ord in the rnfinement of their performance-oriented instructional methods across the board, the rt.earch staff assisted other ATCs as they introduced the concepts into their NCO in.tructor and Drill Sergeant training programs. HumRRO representatives visited the ATC at Fort Jackson in April to assist them in revising their instructor courses and their mid-cycle and end.of-course testing in BCT. In May, a HumRRO representative visited Fort Polk to assist the ATC in establishing its program of testing and application of qualitv-control measures. Many of the quality-control techniques developed at Polk were later adopted by the other ATCs.
As part of TRADOC's effort to reorient the NCO Academy and Drill Sergeant *k.4chool courses. HumRRO representatives attended the NCOA/DSS Symposium held 12-I14 June 1972 at the Infantry School. As a result of this conference, the instructional ohjectives in the revised Program of Instruction for these two courses were stated in relatively performance-onented terms.
In June 1972, llumRRO representatives attended a TRADOC conference of the Dirtctors of Plans and Training of all the ATCs where views on the content of BCT, and tfl application of performance-oriented training methods and performance testing were exchanged.
Over the period March-May 1972, IlumRRO personnel held a series of briefings and conferences on performance-oriented training for command, staff, and training personnel of two reserve divisions, the 91st Division (Training) and the 1134th Division (Training) in preparation for their summer active training duty to be performed at Fort Ord. This was the initial attempt to orient the reserve components on implementing the concepts and techniques of performance-oriented training and testing.
Beginning in July 1972 (FY73), these varied activities were continued and expanded under Work Unit ATC-PERFORM, Review, Evaluation, and Refinement of Performance Training in Army Training Centers. The sponsor was Headquarters, TRADOC and the objective was to assist the Army in evaluating and improving performance-oriented training in BCT, AIT, and AIT(CS) programs.
OVERVIEW OF ATC-PERFORM ACTIVITIES AND PRIORITIES
ATC-PERFORM's general mission was to provide research and development usistance to the Army as it converted its basic and advanced individual instruction to a performance-oriented system. This work was viewed as a major catalyst in ,ffectmng massive change and training innovation in the Army's training base. The impect of the work was to be reflected in the training conducted at all ATCs.
Throughout ATC-PERFORM's three-year program of activities, whenever specific courses of instruction were addressed, close three-way coordination was established involving HumRRO, the appropriate ATC (or ATCs), and the cognizant proponent school. Oftentimes, HumRRO staff members found themselves serving as the bridge between the opposing philosophies of the ATC trainers and the proponent school course developers. In such cases a rapprochement had to be effected before constructive development work could be undertaken.
The work actually undertaken on any given subeffort was determined largely by the need existing at the time of initiation-for example, technical assistance in analyzing tasks, developing performance tests, conducting evaluations, building instructional systems, revising ASubjScds, orienting instructors, designing experiments, and coUecting and analyzing data on the effects of innovative techniques, writing training documents, and so on. ATC.PERFORM operated as a highly applied, flexible, and priority-responsive R&D activity, providing assistance where and when it was required.
With the formal initiation of ATC-PERFORM in July 1972, work was continued in the areas already under way, as discussed in the previous chapter, and several new subefforts were added. Subefforts undertaken immediately were in AIT for armor crewman and reconnaissance specialists at Fort Knox, and for field artillerymen at Fort Sill. As the work progressed, and as other ATCs and proponent schools expressed interest in having HumRRO technical assistance, subefforts were added in AlT for air defense crewmen at Fort Bliss and in AIT(CS) for field wiremen, light vehicle drivers, supplymen, and clerks at Fort Ord.
Later in FY73, plans were made to (a) undertake studies to assess BCT skill retention, (b) determine the feasibility of using self-pacing instructional techniques, and (c) performance-orient the Basic Training Program for the Women's Army Corps (WAC). An additional high-priority activity requested by TRADOC was the writing of a manual, for use by ATC training managers and instructors, on the conduct of performanceoriented training.
Early in FY74, progress briefings were provided to the sponsor, the Deputy Chief of Staff for Individual Training (DCSIT) at TRADOC and his staff. As a result of these meetings with the DCSIT and his staff, new requirements were established. Two major areas, the performance-orientation of BCT and of AIT, Infantry were considered to require no further HumRRO attention and were phased out. One major area was added, performance orienting the training of military policemen. Priority activities for ATC-PERFORM in FY74 were established in the following order of precedence:
(1) WAC-Performance-orienting basic training.
(2) BCT-Assessing the retention of BCT skills. ance training and testing. 16) Instructor Training Courses-Enhancing ability of NCO instructors in ATCs to conduct performance training and testing. Work in FY7.1 followed this priority list, with all subefforts being conducted approximately concurrently. Staff assignments were made proportional to the priority of each suibeffort. As particular subefforts were completed, .,taff would be diverted to those remaining. At the end of FY74 an interim progress report was prepared for the ARI technical monitor summarizing the activities and accomplishments of FYs 73 and 74. Paralleling this written report, a briefing was prepared for the TRADOC sponsor. Because of problems in scheduling a briefing, the eventual presentation of selected data and results was accomplishe-d in two meetings held with the Commanding General and the DCSIT of TRADOC.
Guidance reneived from the sponsor late in FY74 indicated that priorities for ATC-PERFORM during its last year, FY75, would be generally the same as those for FY7., hut with the phasing out of Reserve Components, and Instructor Training courses. Work continued under this guidance through FY75.
The sec-tions which follow summarize the work conducted in specific areas during the three years that ATC-PERFORM was active.
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BASIC TRAINING
BASIC COMBAT TRAINING FOR MEN
The BCT subeffort under ATC.PERFORM was a carryover from VOLAR in which considerable work had previously been done to reorient instruction to performante. oriented methods. Much of HumRRO's prior work had taken place at Fort Ord, the site of the EVATP experiment, with infrequent visits to other training ce.atem. Although TRADOC had closely monitored the conversion to performance training in all ATCs, then remained some aren of difference in content within BCT subjects, differences in tests and testing procedures, and differences in training standards for both instruction and testing. At all training centers, the BCT graduate was considered to be more proficient in his baic tasks when trained under the new system than the graduate produced under the conventional clmroom4ecture methods. However, it was TRADOC's desire that there be a greter depee of standardization of the BCT product. This could be attained only by achieving agreement on the content and priority of material within each subject ama, by using uniform procedures for administering proficiency tests, and by standardizing the training and testing procedures.
In August 1972, TRADOC invited HumRRO representatives to attend a conference at Fort Polk, at which the Infantry School (proponent agency for BfT subjects), TRADOC, and all the ATCs were represented. During this conference, all BCT performance tests were reviewed in detail. The ATCs and the Infantry School reached agreement on ECT content, on priorities within subject arm, performance tests, test administration, and standards for instruction and testin& The benefits of HumRRO's extensive involvement in the BCT area, under Work Units VOLAR and ATC.PERFORM, awe reflected in the following four Army actions:
(1) Implementation of performance-oriented training methods in BCT in all six of the then-operating Army Training Centers. As the training content and time allotments for BCT have been revised, this pamphlet has also been revised, but the concept and purpose of the pamphlet have remained the same. TRADOC Pamphlet 600-4, dated 1 April 1974, is the current version. (4) Development of TV tapes paralleling each of the BCT performance tests contained in the "SMART Book." These provided visual demonstration of all the treks trainees am required to perform.'
A study was conducted at Ffit Ord to develop techniques for using the "SMART Book," the TV tapes, and ETV to accomplish training re•iew, makeup, remediation, and skill practice. A report of the results of this study is on file at HumRRO's Wester Division, Presidio of Monterey, California.
is Sulm-quent llumRRO activities in i('T instruction and testing were confined to providing technical assistance in anras whenr a training center would request issistance. At Fort ()rd, this took the form of reviewing instruction in specific subjects, and analyzing train ing review Ieriod.s and testing p)rocedures whenever training results evidecnced some instructional or testing prohblems.
The success of theise efforts in IHT, dating from the initial EVATIP work, lead to 1 A.DO( requests for IIumKRO work in two related areas: Basic (Combat Training skill r !.,itioi, and WAC Basic Training.
BASIC COMBAT TRAINING SKILL RETENTION
A t-oml)rehensive research plan for the longitudinal assessment of BCT skill retention and Infantry AIT skill retention, with the lattr companng ATC and Unit AIT graduates was submitted to "rRADOC in June 1973. In August 1973. TRtADOC requested that the ATC versus Unit AlT comparison he eliminated. A revised plan for the retention substudy was prepared and suhmittet; to TiADOC in November 1973. The plan called for determining skill retention of BeT graduates, serving in both combat and combat. support assignments, after varying amounts of time from the date of the individual's completion of BWT.
In March 197.1, TRADOC indicated monetary restrictions precluded implementation of the revi.ed November 1973 plan and proposed an ahbreviated plan whereby military personnel would collect data at Fort Knox and IiumRRO personnel would analyze the data and relort the findings. The TRAD)C i)roP')sal was found to be inadequate for control over test administration and data collection, and it did not provide for the Collection of baseline data. This proposal was tabled.
i!umRRO then initiated a limited pilot retention study to provide the Army with data on the retention of -kill and knowledge acquired in performance-oriented BCT at Fort Ord (luring March-June 197.1. This study was conducted in lieu of the more comprehensive studies of retention that had been proposed to the Army but could not he supported. A total of 200 graduates finishing BCT during the period 4 March -18 April were tested again six weeks later over the period 17 April 13 June. Thirteen BCT tests, ranging from "easy" to "difficult," were included in the retention study. Of the 200 individuals tested, 44 were Mental Category i1, 120 were Category '11, and 36 were Category IV.' The data were analyzed and a report of the study was prepared as one of the six companion reports to this technical report.-It wais found that the probahility of the soldier passing a given subtest at the end of IBT was .SI, and (luring retention testing six weeks later, .63. For individual subtests. the average decrement in performance ranged between 5 and 44:;. Mental Category II soldier-performed better than those in Categories Ill and IV.
It wits concluded that although the study was limited to the single and relatively short retention interval of six weeks, it provides the most recent data available. Studies employing longer retention intervals. and determining the training necessary for the reinstatement of diminished or lost skills are needed. Such studies would provide The work, as originally laid out, was a system-engineering, performance-orienting project to be accomplished in two phases. Phase I was intended to produce data from a number of sources to answer the question, "What should a Women's Army Corps (WAC) ST graduate be able to do in order to meet the Army's requirements during her tint tour of duty?" 'hase I! was intended to develop and field test a revised (experimental) BIT program based on the Phase I data describing the duties, activities, and needs of first-tour enlisted women, and incorporating performance-oriented training principles. Before the .cystems engineering effort could begin. TRADOC requested that HumRRO provide extensive on-site assistance at the WAC Center for revising the existing WAC Basic Training Program along performance-oriented lines. This included assistance in performance-orienting the seven.week ATP 21-121 then in use and selected associated ASubjScds. This assistance was provided and a somewhat revised ATP was published on 20 June 1974.
In September 1973. the longer term systems engineering of WAC BT, being conducted by the joint WAC-HumRRO Working Group, was resumed.
TRADOC suggested the maximum use of TRADOC Regulation 350-100-1, Systems Engineering of Training (Course Design) in the project. To provide the data base required by that dc-ument, a questionnaire to be administered world-wide to a representative sample of fint-tour enlisted women fEW) was constructed. Also, a structured interview and written questionnaire was developed for use with a sample of supervisors of firsttour EW. After thorough testing, the EW questionnaire was submitted for examination and comment to U.S. Women's Army Corps Center and School, Fort McClellan, Head. quarters, Fort Jackson, the Director's Office, WAC. and TRADOC. ' The performanceoriented training concept as applied here embodies the folloving sia principles:
(1) performance-oriented instruction. (2) Sulmequently, the questionnaire was mailed to 14 Army installations, world-wide. to lbe administered by installation pf)jet-t offivers to a large representative sample of firsit-tour EW. Eighty-three percent of the questionnaires INý2,936) were returned oianhilelil. A sample I NzI.53 ,)iIof thei complellIted questionnaire% was selected as repre.
sentaitiv-or the first-tour E1W pop~ulation, anti the questionnaire data were keypunched and vom;putenized to form the data file from which analyses would lhe made. 
Ar, was to lhe rewritten in more performance-oriented terms, 421 Current instructional ope-rations were to be performance-oriented through ,he implementation (of the "six principles," 1:11 Bne-fi ip~s were to be p~reparedi for key training personnel at Fortsi McClellan and Jac-kson on sel.tied data collectedl in Phase 1, tI ( lose coordination of inputs to the proposed] new ATP among Forts Mcrlellan anti Jackson and IllumRRO were to be maintaiiied.
Efforts to institute the "six principles" were undertaken at Fort McClellan. In response'-to the ,Novemher TRADOC message, stepped-up efforts to implement performance-oriented training included (a) meethins of training personnel to discuss the applications of the performance-oriented techniques. to he used and (h) repeated on-site visits by training evaluators to facilitate the prot'esses by which implementation of the s5ix principles-was occurring.
Meeting.% with Fort Mc(lellan training personnel, including curriculum committee chiefs and instructors, and company training personnel, were held to evaluate the ongoing process of performance-orienting those blocks of instruction dealing with observable skills andI to involve more training personnel in that activity. An evaluation form was developed to be usedi in determining the (legree to which blocais of instniction meet performanceorientation criteria. Data collected in late February and March indicated a definite quickening in the p~rtess of ir'pli'mnenflog. and refining, the use-of the "six principles" by instructors.
Coimpute'r programing and analysis (if the first-tour l:W (lata were performed on Army comp~uters on a time-available ILmsis. These analyses pirovidedi respot ses grouped by In summary, the varied activities of this subeffort resulted in several products: first, construction of a relatively more performance-oriented ATP; second, the implementation at Fort McClellan of the -'six principles"; and third, a large body of computerized data which may be used to improve the appropriateness and cost-effectivenesI of BT.
The proposed new ATP is a qubstantial move in the direction of making BT a maximally effective, field.responsive program. By specifying more precisely than in previous ATPs what it is trainees are required to do as the result of instruction, training managers are able to pinpoint what behaviors BT graduates need to develop. In addition, those responsible for conducting training are provided specified BT graduate behaviors they can train toward and assess to achieve an effective training program.
A report describing these activities is being prepared as one of the companion reports to this technical report.' IF,. details of the WAC 3"P study, see HumRRO report "The Performance Orientation of Women's Basic Training." by H. Alton Boyd, L. Paul Dufilho. and John E. Tayl~m. in preparation.
ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING, INFANTRY
AS In HCT, the ATC-PERFORM work for AIT Infantry completed activities initiated dunng the EVATP ,xperiment ,inducted at Fort Ord in FY71. The original design for the EV.\TP experiment had called for 16 weeks of integrated and uninterrupted BCT.AIT lnfaitr" training, with no administrative reassignment of trainees at the completion of BcT. This design would have permitted sufficient telescoping of time for a trainee to become proficient in the 13B (Light Weapons Infantryman). 11C (Indirect Fire Crewmant, and Armored Personnel Carrier (APC) driver skills. The design was for "-through put" for those goi,.I into Infantry MOS. However, due to Department of Army requirements imposed by the Vietnam conflict, the through-put design had to be altered. Administrative reassignment :-f many of the BCT graduates after eight weeks continued, anld a requirement for mandatory Vietnam indoctrination training precluded a trainee's acquiring all three Infantry skill areas during the following eight weeks of AIT training. The design actually used in the EVATP experiment permitted a soldier to become proficient in all the B('T skills and two of the three Infantry skill areas (the l1B skills, and either the IIC or APC driver .,kills) in 16 weeks. IlumRRO Technica! Report 72-7, cited previously, gives details on how this design was executed.
Under ATC-PERFORM, HumRRO effort was directed toward assisting the Infantry S.hool and TRADOC in reviewing and refining the new performance-oriented AIT Infantry programs in order that they might develop a practical program for use by all Infantry Training Centers.
In October 1972, HumRRO was requested by TRADOC to attend a conference at the Infantry School to review the School's proposed ATC-wide prograri, and to participate ii a formal AIT Infantry Workshop with represcntatives of ad Infantry Training Centers. HumRRO representatives stresed during both the conference and the workshop the necessity for designing courses based on task inventories for each MOS. The workshop accomplished the following:
(1) Development of task inventory lists and performance objectives for MOS l1B, lIC, and 1111 (Direct Fire Crewman).
(2) Definition of performance criteria for each block of instruction.
(3) Retention of the tri-cycle (peer instruction) system of instruction for mortar crewman. This was a joint Fort Ord-HumRRO product used in the training of men in the 11C skill area which had proven to be highly successful.
(4) Establishment of end-of-block performance testing for each subject. AIT Infantry was phased out of the ATCs at Fort Jackson and Fort Ord in early 1973. lea'ing Fort I'olk the only ATC conducting training in the three Infantry MOSS. With the subsequent implementation of the through-put or one-station BCT-AIT training concept at Fort Polk, for those who volunteer for Infantry training, many of the elements of the program developed in the original EVATP experiment were adopted.
These activities completed the ATC-i'ERFORM involvement with AIT Infantry.
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ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING. FIELD ARTILLERY
Early in 1972, as part of the effcrt by TRADOC to acquant various Army commands with the findings of the EVATP experiment, HumRRO personnel visited the 1st AIT Brigade at Fort Sill, where they briefed the brigade commnider, his immediate staff, battalion commanders, and training officers.
Because the brigade commander, already had an interest in, and was attempting to. performance-orient field artillery traia-ng, some modifications in this direction were already underway in the training at Fort Sill. The general climate was receptive to the performance concept, and plans were made for HumRRO to provide more direct &asistance to the brigade training staff.
In April 1972, two HumRRO researchers spent a week at Fort Sill helping brigade personnel select specific counses for trial implementation of perfornance-oriented training. It was jointly agreed to select the Pershing Missile Course (MOS ISE) and Fire Direction Center Course (MOS 13E) as primary targets. With the aid of HumRRO researchers, brigade personnel began by reviewing the duties, taks, and skills to be acquired in these courses, and by eliminating the use of certain lecture/conference classroom practices.
-Ml i
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During a visit by a HumRRO representative to the brigade in August 1972, it was determined that training personnel could benefit from a visit to Fort Ord where they could observe performance-oriented instruction in practice (relId Wireman Course).
Personnel from the Pershing course made such a visit, during which particular emphasis was placed on the use of peer instruction.
As a result of observing the Field Wireman Course, the Pershing training staff developed a training schedule that incorporated peer instruction, while still satisfying other count constraints. Subsequently, there was much interest in incorporating performance training concepts in Pershing training, but surges in trainee input precluded attempts to implement peer instruction techniques. By January 1973, input to training cycles was stabilized and trial implementation of peer instruction began. Training personnel were enthusiastic about the technique, but after only two or three cycles, input again became irregular and full use of peer instruction was postponed indefinitely.
Fire Direction C~n!m Course
Because of the positive effects of the visit to Fort Ord on Pershing training staff, the brigade commander sent training personnel from the Fire Direction Center (FDC) Course for a similar visft. This visit, made in late September 1972, resulted in the development of performance tests and instructional modules, and preparation of a training plan to incorporate them with peer instruction in the FDC Course.
While interest in peer instruction was evident in the FDC course, the absence of a specific directive authorizing trial deviations from the approved Subject Schedule led to a reluctance by training personnel to explore the use of such instruction in the course. Also, the skill level of this course (13E20) caused some instructors to question the advisability of permitting students to act as "instructors."
During the time of HumRRO's involvement in the FDC course, training personnel were continually increasing the course's performance orientation. Although there was reluctance to adopt peer instruction, there was no hesitancy to use performance concepts as a general approach. Instruction took place in formal classrooms, but the amount of lectu-./conference instruction became less and less. Instructors actively employed the baic concepts of performance trainizg" demonstration, practice, feedback, and evaluation. As early as September 1972, the assistant S-3 of the FDC battalion volunteered that, since performance training concepts had been introduced, the battalion recycle rate had dropped from 10% to some low value (not specified) Basic Cannoneer Course During FY73, a |lumRRO representative traveled to Fort Sill and visited the training brigade seven times to review implementations efforts 2nd to provide on-site guidance and assistance. In several of these visits, efforts were made to interest brigade training personnel in using the peer-instruction system in the Basic Cannoneer Course (MOS 13A10). However, because trainees were found to be able to score satisfactorily on established performance tests using existing procedures, training persontnel could see no need to consider such an undertaking.
Over time, the Cannoneer course, like the Pershing and FDC courses, came to be highly performance oriented, and in late FY73, the performance testing of Cannoneer trainees became centralized, providing for objective evaluation and quality control.
Activities in FY74
During FY74. only one visit was made by a HmimRRO representative to Fort Sill. Autovon contact was maintained with training personnel in the Pershing battalion and the brigade S-3 office to provide assistance as required. The interest in peer instruction continued during the year, but accarling to training personnel at the site, irregular input of trainees precluded real use of this instructional technique.
It had been anticipated that the extent of Lance training (MOS 15D), a new course, would increase during FY74 and that there would be a special interest in peer instruction in that weapon system. Again. however, trainee input to that training battalion remained too erratic to permit full use of the technique.
The fluctuating input situation for both Pershing and Lance courses remained sul~stantially unchanged in FY75; therefore, no need for HumRRO assistance existed. The end of FY71 marked the completion of ATC-PERFORM's involvement with AIT Field Artillery.
ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING, AIR DEFENSE ARTILLERY
In January 1973, the commanding officer of the 1st AIT Brigade (AD), Fort Bliss, expressed interest in receiving HumRRO assistance in the revision of selected air defense AIT programs in consonance with the objectives of ATC-PERFORM. It was agreed that the initial work would be done in the 4th Training Battalion for MOS 16P, Chaparral Crewman. In February a working group consisting of 4th Battalion and HumRRO personnel undertook the following activities:
(1) Review of the AIT training objectives for this MOS.
(2) Development of formal performance-based proficiency tests to be used in training for this MOS.
(3) Development of the training literature needed to accomplish individualized training using peer-instruction techniques.
(4) Formulation of plans for implementation of the revised program of training.
In early April, the program was given a pilot run in the 4th Training Battalion with a small number of trainees. In May, the initial full-scale use of the performance-based peer-instruction technique occurred for Class 10-73 for MOS 16P.
In April 1973, the commanding officer of the 3d Training Battalion requested HumRRO assistance in implementing the ATC.PERFORM concepts for MOS16C, Hercules Launcher Crewmar. Performance-based tests were developed from the existing training guides and implemented with Class 21-73 at the end of May. Conversion of the coume to peer instruction techniques began in June.
Additional assistance was requested in September for conversion of training for MOS 16H, Hercules Fire Control C.ewman and two Hawk operator training programs, MOS 16D and 16C, all conducted by the 3d Training Battalion.
In la':4 Slptemrner 1973. llumRRO staff learned that the 4th Training Battalion was about to :mplement peer instruction for MOS 16R. Vulcan Crewman. To that point the convers,(, (,f this program hias, been i'rtirt.ly an "in-house" effort by the 4th Training Pqtt.,i,411 aund lum!il{O assistance had riot •een sought. Contact with the chief instructor for tii-i'rogram ,isth.',wd that he had niot had access to the relevant technical reports needed t.s background for conversion e'fforts. As a result, the revivd training program for the Volan ('rmnian had riot included preparation for a formal GO/NO-GO testing progs-a:. Nt'rthdh.
the innovatitns wud planning that had been accomplished by the 4.hi0f intrrructor. without assistance, were imprcssive. The peer instruction method was implemented for Vulcan Crewman training in October 1973 without a formal testing proLtra•t. Additional conftacts with the chief instructor for 16R during October-December revealed !hat tests were being prepared on a time-available basis.
Durnig October and November, the 3d Training Battalion continued their conversion efforts to the performance-a.ised instructional model. The ievised training for the thrcuhes Launcher Crewman appea.led to be operating smoothly and no major Imph, nit.:eation prol;iems were evident. Little progress had been made in converting the :..T program for 16B, fiercules Fire Control "rewman, because of problems associated with student congestion in the tactical radar vans. Implementation of the new methods for the Hawk Crewman training programs proceeded in a somewhat irregular fashion. Conversion of the training for MOS 16D proceeded more smoothly than that fAr MOS 16E. The major obstacle to progress seems to have been la,'k of a full appreciation oi the role and significance of detailed and proceduralized descriptions of the proficiency tests. The original drafts of the tests required the staff and peer instructors to cross-reference and concurrently use locaily produced test forms and the Department of the Army Technical Manual. Eventually. the instructional staff came to recognize that the formal proficiency tests (which are also tLwsd ;L, p,,er-instructor training guides) needed to "spell out" the complex task procedur., rather th:in requiring the instructor and trainee to physically manipulate several information iourves. Development of such single source documents for proficiency testing was under way early in Deceinner for MOS 16D. with a total of 14 such tests being produced.
To summarize test development in other MOSs: For MOS i6B, standard perfirman h-based tests were developed for the 11 job procedures included in the AIT program. Special standardized tests were not developed for either 16C. Hercules Fire Control Crewman. or 16E, Ilawk Fire Control Crewman, since training in these programs involves use of classified Field Manuals which describe the step-by-step procedures associated with these duty positions. Eighteen performance tests were developed in support of training for MOS 16R. Vulcan Crewman, and 17 tests for MOS 16P, Chaparral Crewman.
While monitonng conduct of the conventional and revised training programs, the HoamRRO staff ecanme aware of incompatibilities between the reading abilities of some trainees and the reading levels required by the texts and Department of the Aray Technical Manuals (TMs) used in the 1st AIT Brigade's training programs. These incompatibilities were seen as a problem for any MOS for which use of TMs Ns a job 23 requirement, and particilarly for MOS 16C. Discussions with instructors revealed that a significant percentage of trainees had reading difficulties.
As a result, HumRRO proposed that a trial program of evaluation of reading abilities be initiated in tfe 3d Training Battalion. Under such a program, administered by the Education Branch, Directorame of Personnel and Community Services of the U.S. Army Air Defense Center, two groups of new input trainees were given the U.S. Armed Forces Institute Intermediate Readir.l! Test in November-December 1973. In addition, HumRRO scientists evaluated the readability levels of a sample of TMs used in the 3d Training Battalion's programs.
The results of these preliminary trainee and document examinations suggested that serious reading disabilities are characteristic of a fairly large proportion of the trainees (40% of 375 trainees were reading below the 8th-grade level). Subsequently, the Education Branch offered remedial reading instruction, under the Army Preparatory Training Program, for those reading at the 4th-grade level and below. The program was still being offered as of the date of this report.
By the close of FY74, performance-based peer-instruction methods were in various stages of successful implementation in the 1st AIT Brigade (AD). The training programs for the Chaparral, Vulcan, Hawk Launcher, and Hercules Launcher Crewmen were fairly well stabilized and well developed. Modification of the training for Hercules Fire Control and Hawk Fire Control Crewmen continued to be hampered by the necessity to use tactically-configured radar systems for Hercules training, and classified Field Manuals for Hawk training. No specific assistance by ATC.PERFORM staff was programed for FY75. Limited, a:'ort-term assistance was provided as requested.
ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING, ARMOR
The overall objective of the Armor subeffort of ATC-PERFORM was to assist the Armor Training Center in the development and installation of performance-based training in the Armor Crewman (11E) and Reconnaissance Specialist (l1D) MOS training programs. The work was accomplished in four sequential phases extending over approximately three years:
Development of task inventories for each MOS. Development of training objectives for each task. Development of performance tests for each objective.
Field test and refinement of resulting training programs for both MOSs. All activities were accomplishee through the efforts of working groups composed of representatives from the Armor Training Center and HumRRO, working in coordination with the Armor School. The provisions of TRADOC Regulation 350-100-1 for the systems engineering of training were followed closely in the work.
The first major activity was to develop task inventories for each MOS. The working group reviewed the existing Army Subject Schedules and lesson plans to identify tasks currently addressed in the two courses. To these lists were added tasks that experienced Armor NCOs and officers, combining their cumulative experience with the results of prior and current systems engineering efforts, found to be required for job entry-level. These lists were refined by working groups and submitted to panels of experts from each of the Armor Center's training brigades for further refinement. In addition, the current availability of GO/NO-GO criteria and appropriate performance tests for the listed training rpquirements was ascertained. The results of these activities are presented in a HumRRO Consulting Report.' Following dletermination of all the task requirement%. the working group ttirned to the dleveloping of training objec-tives. stated li an prformance terms, for e~achi task. These statements of ob)jective wen-e written lin sufficient detail to serve as instrurtors guidess for demonstrating and teaching the procedural Ilisks. and1( as aids to trainves' practice. of task perfonnanve. Each ob~jective si atemen1011 11101.u14le4 the pe-rformanilce (Ilientv to lie learnic , the conditions under which it was to I%-gs-rforniedi. andliatiac standard to he-met.
These training objectives p~rov'idledth ib. i;sis for the group's third major activity. that of developing performance tests. Thliis phaise (Itv'lolm-d (;0/%'()-(;o mesuv of ji.rifirii ance designed to ensure that each trainee-re-ached entry level proficiency onl each ob)jective. Performance measures, for various obijectives were grouped into specific test configurations designed to increase ease of admninistration of th'o variouis measuires andl enable trainer% to put the performances in environments that approachedl the on-the-joba context. The prime objective was to dlevelop; measures that. taken together. would constitute batteries of relevant performittce tests suitable not only ais the major instructional vehicles but also as job-performance aidls for use in these two MOSs%.
As the tests for the various cours-e blocks wer-completed. they were staffed1 through appropriate Armor School and Center agencies for review as to their accuracy, applrop~n-ateness, and feasibility for use in instruc-tion. These reviews also served to mreine the-t~k lists further. The results of these reviews were presentod in two llumitR() con~iult'!i. ' reports. ' The next activity to he undertaken by the working group was the anaiv-a. )1 I ongoing conventional training programs to determine where revisions in train i11 cIL iã nd methods should he made for each MOS. These analyses identified ir~strut-lional ',Ito ikunrelated to bringing trainees up to entry-level performance in MOS-related -kill,. S'u, ý instruction was eliminated and the time saved was allocated to performanlre-onvnte-d instruction in essential skills. ASuhjScds 17-IIFIO and 17.111)10 wen-revi:-'aed and -vnt to TRADOC in January 1971.1 they included the performance test hattent-dvevchped previously. The ASulai.eds were subsequently approved by TRADOC. During analysis of the conventional programs. it be-came apparent that training to the designated standards for all objectives would require not only changing conitt*iit and time allocations. but also the extensive incorporation of the performancve-training principles referred to earlier in this report, and presented in TRADOC Pamphlet 600-11. That incorporation was accomplished by:
(1) Conducting extensive observations of ongoing training to determine where and how performance training and testing techniques could lie introduced. (2) Revising the AlT lesson plans accordingly. (3) Briefing training managers and instructors on the characteristics and the strategies for tryout of the new progams. The performance-oniented training program for AlT Reconnaissance was implemented in May 1974 and for AlT Armor in July 197, . Appropriate data on trainee performance, course administration, trainee and trainer attitudes, and cost-effectiveness. were collected.
During FY75, the ATC-PERFORM staff focused on three major acrtivities:
(1) Monitoning the ongoing implementation of the two training prog~rams to assist in their conversion to perform ance-onren ted techniques. This was accomplished as 1J. Patrick Ford, Jame%, III. Harris, aind Pe-ter F. ltio,,diac, "Performance NlI-tLSure%1 for lhi-Ahi' Armor Crewman," HumRR() Consuitiriv, lt,-prt. April 1 ¶97 1. James H. Harris, J. Patrick Ford. and B.B. BMl llt, "Performance Memurrs, for AlT lt,-t-ionnaissance Specialist." HumltR( Consultinit Report. April I v7 1.
part of the Brigide S-3's continuing review of training to solve any problems indicated by performance test results.
(2) Consulting with the ATC Evaluation Section in three areas to (a) develop data needed to evaluate the effectiveness of the revised programs, (b) establish procedures for sampling tests for mid-and end-of-cycle trainee performance evaluation, and (c) revise perfornance tests and the related instruction to reflect anticipated changes in equipment or time constraints when they occurred.
(3) Using the information generated in (1) and (2) in a continuing empirical refinement of lesson plans to ensure they implemented performance training methods.
As part of the implementation-evaluation-refinement process, a large body of data were collected during the AIT cycles for 10 troops of Reconnaisbance Specialist (11D) trainees and for 14 companies of Armor Crewman (11E) trainees conducted at the Armor Training Center, Fort Knox, late in FY74 and early FY75. General findings are summarized below.
As other studies concerned with the adoption of the results of research and development have found, the accomplishing of institutional change is time-consuming and difficult in a large training center. This is so for a number of reasons:
(1) The training load is heavy.
(2) Ongoing operational training activities have precedence and must not be interrupted. 13) Demands on time of training staff are already heavy. 14) Turnover among training personnel is high. When such conditions prevail, quick conversion to new instructional techniques cannot be expected. Rather, conversion occurs over extended periods of time in a somewhat incremental fashion. Further, close monitoring of the system undergoing revision must be maintained to assure that planned innovations are incorporated, and that once incorpo:ated they do not "wash out."
Over time the performance-oriented training system came to function better as (a) training and testing techniques were refined, (b) standards for performance became more firmly established, and (c) performance data were fed back into the system indicating areas where further attention was needed.
In summary, it was concluded that:
(1) Conducting large-scale training R&D and effecting institutional change in Army field training operations is arduous and time-consuming. Constant monitoring of the system under study, coupled with a flexible approach to research design and experimental control are essential, if priority operational requirements are not to negate the effort.
t2) The incorporation of performance-oriente training concepts and techniques into Armor Advanced Individual Training Programs produces graduates with demonstrated high levels of skill as entry level reconnaissance specialists and armor crewmen.
(3) Such programs are cost-effective in that they can be implemented without increasing the personnel, time, and facility costs of training.
A separate report, prepared as one of the six companion reports to this overall summary report, presents detailed information on ATC-PERFORM's activities in AIT Armor., 
ADVANCED INDIVIDUAL TRAINING (COMBAT SUPPORT)
As was the case for ATC-PERFORM's several subefforts in Basic Training and Advanced Individual training, some of the AIT(CS) subeffort, were initiated previously under other Work Units (eg., APSTRAT and VOLAR.EVATP) and were continued and carded to completion under ATC-PERFORM. In addition, a number of AIT(CS) activities were initiated during the conduct of ATC-PERFORM. Because of the unique nature of the course structure (operating under the peerinstructional model developed under HumRRO Work Unit APSTRAT), specta. assistance was given to the Curriculum Division and the Evaluation Division of the U.S. Army Southeastern Signal School (USASESS) as they prepared a usable Army Subject Schedule for this course.' Following the conference, the draft Subject Schedule was reviewed by HumRRO and detailed comments and additional support materials were forward-:i to USASESS for completion of the document.
Nothing further was heard until early in February 1974, when it was learned tivit a SubjScd for 36K was in the printing process. Because this verion had not been reviwed by HumRRO, TRADOC withdrew it from further processing and requested HumRRO review and comments. The review was conducted, and comments were forwarded to 'The peer-instruction approach had already been implemented in the 36K course at five Army Training Centers early in 1972.
TRADOC late in February 1974 along with a completely reworked ASubjScd which, with a few minor requirements to be completed by USASESS, would have constituted a publishable, field-usable document. However, in May 1974, HumRRO was contacted by LISASESS for more input on the rewritirg of the draft ASubjScd.
In June 1974, HumRRO received the rewritten documentation from USASESS for review, comment, and/or recommendations. HumRRO comments included the fact that, once again, completeness and usability of the document had been lost in the process of rewriting by school personnel who were not well-versed in the instructional technology under which the course was operating in the training centers. Recommendations included cloe HumRRO coordination and direct work with USASESS and TRADOC representa. tives to preclude further fruitless document preparation. In July 1974 the matter of HumRRO involvement with the Subject Schedule was referred by the research stiff to the Contractor Monitor. It was noted that the extensive revisions submitted in February remained relevant and should be included in the Subject Schedule. No further comment was sought or received from HumRRO staff. In October 1974 a draft ASubjScd for the course was sent by TRADOC to the field for review.
MOS 05E (Voice Radio Operator)
In October 1972, at the request of USASESS, instructional materials for converting the 05E course to the peer-instructional approach being used in the 36K courses were reviewed by HumRRO staff. The materials were found to be well-prepared and complete, and only ntinor revisions were seen as necessary. The 05E course at Fort Dix was successfully converted to the peer-instructional approach using the materials provided by USASESS. Fort Dix trained radio operators under peer-instruction until the 05E course was discontinued.
TRANSPORTATION
MOS 64C (Motor Transport Operator)
Early in FY73, HumRRO was asked to work with Transportation School and ATC (Fort Ord) personnel in the review and revision of a performance-based draft ASubjScd for these MOSs. In March 1973, HumRRO's favorable comments on the incorporation of performance training and testing principles in the draft ASubjScd were submitted to the Transportation School. This draft ASubjScd had been distributed for field use late in 1.72 and the tests were subsequently published as TRADOC Pamphlet 600-13, Soldiers ' Manual Army Testing (SMART), Motor Transport Operator MOS 64C20/30, October 1973. In January 1973, at the request of Fort Ord, HumRRO provided technical guidance to course personnel on the collection of baseline data in the new, performance-oriented course in preparation for undertaking a possible conversion to the peer-instructional approach used in the 36K course. The data gathered indicated that the new performancebased course was effective in meeting the training goals. Further, discussions with course personnel indicated that formal peer instruction would not be feasible because of severe time restrictions. In addition, peer instructors would be used only in a passive role for most of the course. Early in FY74, on the basis of this information, HumRRO recommended that no change in instructional technology be made as long as the course remained performance-oriented in both instruction and testing, and was producing course graduates who met the training objectives.
Early in FY75, at the request of the deputy commanding general, Fort Ord, HumRRO staff studied the feasibility of self-pacing the course. The study found self-28 pacing to be lesible within existing resources, and a plan w developed. Due to subequent reduction of input to the course and to the phae•-out of Fort Ord as training center, the plan was not implemented.
No further HumRRO work was undertaken with this course.
ORDNANCE MOS 6W (Whel Vehicle Mechanic)
Due to fiscal limitations near the end of FY72, HumRRO staff was able to provide only minimal guidance to Fort Ord trainers as they developed a peer-instructional program for the 63B course. By the beginning of FY73, the course at Fort Ord was operating under a somewhat modified peer-instructional appreach, and HumRRO staff members continued to provide guidance on the refinement of performance tests and support documents.
In December 1972, a comparative test of the 63B courses at Fort Jackson (conven. tional) and Fort Ord (peer-instructional) was conducted by personnel from U.S. Army Ordnance Center and School (USAOC&S). HumRRO personnel interacted with the testing team and observed the testing conducted at Fort Ord. HumRRO's comments on the test-which was thought to be unreliable-were submitted to TRADOC. These comments included recommendations for USAOC&S coordination with ATC-PERFORM staff to obtain assistance and guidance in developing and implementing a good performance-based mechanic course.
Such coordination was not established, but in May of 1973, USAOC&S sent a new draft ASubjScd to Fort Ord. At TRADOC's request, HumRRO staff reviewed the draft ASubjScd and found that it did not adequately incorporate performance principles, and required extensive revision. HumRRO recommended that a Proponency-TRADOC. ATC-HumRRO working group he established to rewrite the SubjScd.
In August 1973, represe.ntatives from HumRRO and TRADOC visited the Ordnance School for the purpose of reviewing the ASubjScd for the course. When it became apparent that those responsible for preparation of the ASubjScd had only a limited understanding of performance.training methods, the conference became a week-long workshop on the development of a performance-oriented training system. Included were the development of task lists, selection of performance objectives, writing of performance tests, and the characteristics of a performance-oriented ASubjScd.
In September 1973, HumRRO reviewed a task list developed by the Ordnance School and submitted comments. Based upon this task list, performance objectives were selected and performance tests written by Ordnance School personnel. These materials were incorporated into a completely new ASubjScd and a draft submitted to HumRRO for review in December 1973. Suggestions were made for revising the instructions on quality control, administering performance tests, and providing more guidance on the use of peer instructors. Detailed additions to the performance tests were provided by example.
In March 1974, the Commandant of the Ordnance School visited Fort. Ord where he reviewed the course operation in detail and was briefed on the history of HumRRO/Fort Ord/Ordnance School interactions. He left a copy of the draft ASubjScd 9-63B20 and requested llumRRO's comments. Comments were provided to the Ordnance School and TRADOC, indicating that the document met all the requirements for performance training and testing. It was published in December 1974. No further work was undertaken in this area except for assisting Fort Ord course personnel in the refinement of their performance tests and providing occasional assistance as requested.
29
CLERICAL
During the latter half of FY73, review of instructional materials related to the Clerk and Clerk-Typist courses (71B) and the Personnel Specialist Course (71H) was conducted. and contact established with course personnel at Fort Ord.
As a remedy for the high end-of-course failure rates observed in the 71B courses, HumRRO suggested alternative plans for better quality control to the Adjutant General School. These were tried out at Fort Ord, and the results indicated a need for review of the program instruction materials and tests being used in tl'e course. Recommendations for a proponent school-ATC.HumRRO conference on these courses were submitted in March 1973.
In April 1973, TRADOC guidance to the ATC-PERFORM staff was to confine activities with the 71B courses to providing assist-ince at the operational level and to undertake performance orientation of the Personnel Records Specialist Course (75D) which was scheduled to replace 71H.
Fort Ord course personnel indicated that the 75D course would not begin at that post until early 1974. A review of the SubjScd indicated little probable need for revision. It was agreed between tlumRRO and Fort Ord staffs to delay active involvement m this course until early FY75.
Detailed study of the 75D course began in October 1974 with observation of classes, examination of training materials, and interviews with both students and members of the faculty. Problems were identified and recommendations for improvement were made. Experienced NCOs were assigned to work with HumRRO staff in the development of the materials required to implement the recommendations. The time schedule for this subeffort called for developing and field testing the materials over the period January.May 1975.
The work was under way when it wah learned, in December 1974, that the 75D course at Fort Ord would be phased out, the last class to start training during the first week of February 1975. As a result, it was decided to telescope the planned research and development effort into four activities:
(1) The development of two sets of cross indexes, one for officer records and the other for enlisted records, to be used as instructional vehicles in the 75D course and as job aids after assignment as a Personnel Records Specialist.
(2) The development of two comprehensive performance tests, one for officer records and the other for enlisted records, to be used for instruction and testing in the course.
(3) The development of lesson outlines and training materials to be used in the course, again one set for officer records and the other for' enlisted records.
(4) The development of a document to provide guidance on organization and conduct of the new training program.
The development of these materials continued through April 1975. Progress was hampered when the course phase-down at Fort Ord resulted in reassignment of faculty and the requirement for the NCOs assigned to the research and development project to act as instructors rather than course developers. Further, there were few students available on whom to pilot test the new material. Nevertheless, some pilot testing of the materials was conducted.
The need for a cross index to help the Personnel Records Specialist in processing officer and enlisted records was anticipated in the HumRRO Report, A Survey of User Attitudes Towards Army Training Literature (March 1974) .' It was found that one of the most common complainfd about Army publications is that needed information is scattered among a number of different publications. One of the mint frequent sugistions made for improving Army publications wa either the consolidation of informo-Von within one document, or the preparation of a "master index." The "crom index" ,repmed here exemplifies the latter approach.
While some members of the Fort Ord course faculty were initially do, btful about tUe utility of a "cross index," in the course of developing the index they came to view it favorably. Preliminary versions of the "cross index" alM were reviewed by the heads of the Enlisted and Officer Records Sections, Headquarters, Fort Ord, mad promptly implemented as job aids in their sections.
All the materials developed in the course of this work were designed to incorporate the principles of performance-oriented training. The emphasis has been placed upon N teaching skills that the entry-level job incumbent must perform. Two prototype kits (Officer and Enlisted) containing all the instructional materials and the gvides for their use were submitted to the ARI Contract Monitor for transmission to the U.S. Army Institute for Administration (USAIA) and TRADtX' in the last quarter of FY75.
QUARTERMASTER MOS 948 (Cook)
Toward the middle of FY72 the staff of Fort Ord's Food Service Course was engaged in modifying their cook's course in an effort to individualize the training, make the course more performance-oriented, and incorporate performance tests. Since ATC-PERFORM had not yet been funded, HumRRO was able to provide only limited assistance. At the time formal ATC-PERFORM involvement began in FY73, differences had developed between Fort Ord course personnel and course proponents at the Quartermaster School (QMS). Each group wanted to retain its own training program. The Quartermaster School, being the proponent agency, understandably viewed its program as taking precedence over field-developed training programs.
In January 1973, the Fort Ord Cook's Course was reviewed in detail by HumRRO. A report of this review was submitted to TRADOC in March 1973. This report suggested that a Quartermaster School-Fort Ord-HumRRO conference be held and suggested topics for consideration. The object of the suggested conference was to establish a tripartite working arrangement to resolve some of the growing differences between the Quarter. master School and Fort Ord.
In March 1973, the QMS Director of Instruction (DOI) visited the Fort Ord Food Service Course. As a result of a briefing and discussions with Course and HumRRO staff, the DO! expressed interest in a tripartite conference and in the concepts being tried in the Fort Ord program.
In April 1973, a report on the Fort Ord program (with data from five cycles) was submitted by Fort Ord to TRADOC. Fort Ord course personnel were enthusiastic about their program and eager to reach resolution with the QMS. Meanwhile, TRADOC had directed the QMS to cut the existing 10-week program to 8 weeks. The resul~ing 8-week program contained little job-functional, performance-oriented training.
In May 1973, both Fort Ord and HumRRO were requested by TRADOC to review a draft of ASuhjScd 10-94B20 prepared by the QMS, and to submit comments and recommendations. HumRRO comments on the "quick-fixed" document were not favorable, and it was recommended that the document not be approved for field use.
As a result of these continuing disagreements, TRADOC called for a QMS-Fort Ord-HumRRO conference to be convened at Fort Lee to resolve differences and produce A primary objective of HumRRO participants in the conference was to bridge the gpP between the QMS and Fort Ord representatives. Over the first several days of meeting, misunderstandings were uncovered and reconciled, new information was ewchanged, and new ground was discovered on which the two agencies met and agreed. From this point on, a smoothly functioning working group cooperatively produced a usable, performance-orented ASubjScd which was submitted to TRADOC in August 1973.
Late in 1973, the ASuhjScd was sent to Fort Ord and Fort Jackson for field trial. Because of facilities and equipment problems at Fort Ord, they were relieved (in January 1974) from operating under the provisions of the test ASubjScd and continued to operate under local procedure. Fort Jackson reported favorably on the new training program following their first run in January 1974.
In February 1974, HumRRO and Fort Ord representatives presented briefings and held detailed discussions with a visiting team from the QMS. Heading the team were the Commandant, QMS, and the new DOE. In these meetings resolution was achieved on the approach to performance-orienting both the Food Service Course and the Supplyman Course (see following section). Except for occasional local assistance, ATC-PEiiFORM had no further involvement in the Food Service Course.
MOS 76Y (Supplyman)
In August 1972, representatives from the Supplyman Course at Fort Polk vitited the Fort Ord course and met with HumRRO staff members to discuss performance-o-.enting the course. The QMS had given Fort Polk the responsibility for restructuring the course and preparing a draft ASubjScd for submission to TRADOC. In February 1973, a draft ASubjScd was submitted to TRADOC from Fort Polk. As there had been no HumRRO input or guidance beyond the initial two-day meeting of the previous August, ATC-PERFORM staff recommended that they be permitted to review the document. Further, it was suggested that responsibility for experimental course modifications and field trials be transferred to Fort Ord since the course at Fort Polk was to be discontinued at the end of FY73.
The draft ASuhjScd was reviewed by TRADOC staff and returned to the QMS for revision in June 1973. At this timr, TRADOC requested that ATC-PERFORM staff participate in revising the ASubjScd to incorporate performance-training principles. At a working conference held at the QMS in July 1973 for review and revision of the ASubjScd, complete nrvision of the document was indicated. At this time ATC-PERFORM staff oriented QMS personnel on the principles of performance-based training and testing, and worked with them to produce a prototype performance test for use as a guide in preparation of the remaining tests. Coordinated QMS-HumRRO revision of the ASubjScd continued through August and October, when the revised draft was submitted to TRADOC.
Publication of the document was deferred pending field trial of the performance tests at Fort Ord. HumRRO made arrsngements with Fort Ord course personnel to conduct the field trial in conjunction with a self-paced instruction project to be undertaken in the Supplyman Course. Data were collected and findings submitted to TRADOC and QMS in March 1974. With the incorporation of changes indicated by the field trial of the tests, the ASubjScd went forward for publication. ATC-PERFORM staff then undertook planning for a study of the feasibility of self-pacing the Supplyman Course conducted at Fort Ord. (See Chapter 6, MILITARY POLICE
M06 968 (Mlitary Poqlceman)
The Basic law Enforcement Course (MOS 95B) was added to TRADOC's list of priorities for inclusion in Work Unit ATC-PERFORM early in FY74. Initial coordination visits wene made to the Military Police School (USAMPS), Fort Gordon, in the summer and fall of 1973 to discus. training philosophy, training approaches, and special MP training problems. USAMPS representatives visited HumRRO's Presidio of Monterey office in December to establish a working relationship, select a tank for initial expert. mental work, and develop a timetable for the project.
One complete job tak, "nvestiapte an Incident," wan selected for the development of a pilot proguam. This task was selected because the subtaeks and supporting skills included are both "hard" and "soft," and constitute a large mad critical portion of the Military Policeman's total job. This job task als comprises a lr pat of the commonboo portion of the courses for both 95B and 95C (Correctional Specialist) conducted at USAMPS.
In January 1974, work commenced at USAMPS with a series of working meetings involving the Basic Law Enforcement Course committee chiefs mad instructors who have responsibility for iastruction in "Investigate an Incident" The general method of course development employed was a synthesis of three approaches:
System Engineering: The sequence of major steps an prescribed by TRADOC Regulation 350-100-1 was followed. Job analysis and identification of tasks to be trained in the course had been previously accomplished by the USAMPS Curriculum Branch and were used as a starting point for the project. Training analyses and the development of performance-based tests and instructional techniques were conducted under HumRRO's guidance and constituted the remainder of the systems development activities.
Group Problem-Solving: A number of working groups composed of course personnel and HumRRO staff combined their diverse and complementary knowledge and skills to generate solutions to problems of analysis and course development.
Informal Peer Instruction: Instructors and supervisors with special aptitude for systems engineering were given the responsibility to help other listructors apply the approach in course development.
The unanticipated decision to relocate USAMPS at Fort McClellan in early FY76 imposed numerous higher priority planning, logistic, and moving requirements upon the course managers and instructors included in the project. Nevertheless, by the spring of 1974 all methods and media selections were made and all performance tests were developed and evaluated by administering them to students who had just completed formal instruction. An individualized, open-access curriculum was developed for the job task of investigating an incident. This curriculum gave the basic MP student considerable flexibility and choice in the use of a variety of instructional techniques made available (e.g., video-taped demonstrations, slide-tape programs, practical exercises, peer instruction, and performance tUts) as he proceeded through a series of instructional modules.
A class selected for a trial run of the pilot program initiated training in May 1974. Fifty-one of these students were diverted from conventional instruction for two weeks of training under the experimental "Investigate an Incident" techniques. Data were collected on student performance and student and cadre attitudes. Prior to the initiation of experimental training, 56 students from a conventional class were administered the same performance tests that were to be given to the 51 students in the experimental class.
Only minor operational problems were encountered with the pilot program. Instructor and student attitudes were favorable to the new design. The group of students trained in the pilot program surpassed by a sgnificant margin the performance of the control group that had been taught the same material through conventional methods.
(1) Performance-oriented training can be designed to achieve both soft and hard skill objectives within the limits of reasonable cost.
(2) Early involvement of course personnel in instructional design assures a high level of acceptance by them of a new course and of their new functions in itA operation.
(3) Studentg trained under individualized open-access techniques achieve levels of performance superior to students trained under conventional classroom methods, and they prefer such instruction to the conventional.
A report describing these activities was prepared as one of the six companion reports to this summary report. ' On the basis of the successful trial run results, systems engineering of the entire Basic Law Enforcement Course was undertaken in accordance with performance, open. access, training-design principles. This joint HumRRO-USAMPS activity continued intermittently threigh the rest of FY75 as USAMPS moving preparations permitted. With ATC-PERFORM funding terminating the end of FY75, a proposal to provide USAMPS with HumRRO assistance in completing, installing, refining, and evaluating the course at Fort McClellan was being negotiated as of the date of this writing. In November 1973, TRADOC designated the Crawler Tractor Operator Course at Fort Leonard Wood and the Supplyman Course at Fort Ord for the experimental study of self-pacing. The selection of these two courses provided for study of diverse types of skills--the gross motor skills of heavy equipment operation in the one, and cognitive cleric,,] and computational skills in the other. The study was to commence during 3d quarter FY74.
USATC reponsibility was primarily in providing support for the conduct of the experiments. Proponent school responsibility was oriented toward the determination of course objectives. HumRRO was responsible for instructional technology, training organization, experimental design and data analysis, and report preparation.
TRADOC's goals in the self-pacing studies were to determine the optimum ccurm organization and the most effective instructional techniques for self-paced training in a job-performance approach rather than through programed texts. Of particular interest was the use of self-pacing and peer instruction in courses with fluctuating inputs to determine the feasibility of a free-flow, peer-instructional system which had been developed in a previous HumRRO study. ' The general experimental plan provided for collection of performance, administrative, attitude, and cost-effectiveness data before, during, and after institution of self-pacing techniques. The primary focus of the experiments was on the effects of self-pacing approaches on management and system variables.
SELF-PACED INSTRUCTION IN MOS 76Y (SUPPLYMAN) AT FORT ORD
Coordination of the self-pacing study with Fort Ord course personnel began in January 1974. At the same time that the performance tests for the new ASubjScd were being field tested, course personnel prepared the materials necessary for converting the ongoing course to the seven-week performance-oriented course outlined in the new ASuhjScd. Collection of administrative baseline data for the self-packing study was initiated also at this time.
'Jacklyn E. Ilun,•erland, A Career.Oriented, Free-Flow. Peer-Instructional System, HumnRRO Pr'ofe~ional Paper 6-73, June 1973 When the field testing of the new performance tests was completed, attention turned to converting the Fort Ord course from lecture-centered techniques to the performanceoriented techniques prescrbed by the new ASubjScd. This conversion was completed in the spring of 1974, the major change being the institution of the performance tests with a GO/NO GO criterion and the conduct of training in a more functional, job-related context. With the new ASubjScd implemented, and while baseline data were being collected, preparations were uwdertaken jointly by HumRRO and course personnel to introduce self-pacing.
In each of the three major sections of the course (Unit and Organizational Supply, Stock and Accounting Control, and Warehousing), these preparations included (a) orientation of instructors, (b) preparation of instructional materials, (c) training of instructors, and (d) organization of facilities.
In briefest outline the self-pacing approach reorganized the course materials, per. sonnel, and facilities around 19 training stations-eight in Unit and Organizational Supply, four in Stock Control and Accounting, and seven in Warehousing. Trainees flowed through the stations, one by one, at their own individual pace. At each station they (a) were oriented on the procedures and skills to be learned, (b) studied and practiced with instructor help and supervision, and (c) were tested on their performance when they were ready. As the trainees met each station's objectives, they proceeded to the next, moving from station to station (and section to section) until all course performance objectives had been met.
This study demonstrated that self-pacing is a highly effective technique for managing training. Fluctuating inputs to the course, and varying flow rates through the course, were accommodated without undue strain. The system functioned in spite of instructor skepticism and reluctance to depart from tCie familiar and comfortable group lock-step. It survived extreme staff turnover during the conduct of the study. The system had strong appeal for the trainees, who averaged five weeks to complete the course. The fastest leaner finished in 13 days, while the slowest required 44. Details of the supplyman self-pacing study, (procedures, course design, data, and findings) are presented in a report prepared as one of the six compani,n reports to this summary report.
(1) Self-pacing is feasible and highly effective in implementation and operation. This approach permits efficient utilization of facilities, personnel, and equipment, and allows for more efficient utilization of time and more efficient management of student input fluctuations.
(2) Self-pacing using job-related skill practice is effective in cognitive si training.
(3) Self-pacing is well received by students and instructors.
SELF-PACED INSTRUCTION IN MOS 62E (CRAWLER TRACTOR OPERATOR) AT FORT LEONARD WOOD
In response to TRADOC's self-pacing directive, representatives from the Engineer School, HumRRO, and Fort Leonard Wood (FLW) met to discuss self-pacing concepts and nominate courses for self-pacing. Anticipating selection of the Crawler Tractor Operator Course (CTOC), FLW personnel designed and installed an "incentive" program in their CTOC in mid-1973. This program and its cumulative refinements (Self-Paced I) was a testbed for, and led directly to, the formal experiment begun in January 1974 (Self-Paced II). 
RESERVE AND NATIONAL GUARD TRAINING AND
LCg) LEADERSHIP/INSTRUCTOR TRAINING
In establishing priorities for the several subefforts of activity for ATC-PERFORM, TRADOC assigned the lowest priorities to the two areas of Reserve and National Guard Thining and NCO Leadership/Instructor Training. Accordingly, staff assignments to these two areas were lighter than to the others. Work in each of these was carried on as a secondary minion ioy several members of the staff who had primary missions in BCT, AIT, or AIT(CS). Guidance from TRADOC was to delete these two areas entirely at the end of FY 74.
RESERVE AND NATIONAL GUARD TRAINING
As part of the EVAPT, HumRRO staff had held a series of briefings during the latter months of FY72 to assist personnel of two Reserve training divisions as they prepared to conduct performance-oriented training in BCT, AIT, and AIT(CS) during their FY73 summer training duties at Fort Ord. (31 In October 1973, briefings were held for the Advisor to the 111th Armor Group, C.lifornia Army National Guard. Discussions were held on working with this unit to implement performance training in their other-than-active-duty training sessions.
(4) Late in 1974, discussions were held with representatives of the California Army National Guard on the implications for their training program of the volunteer forte concept, the Enlisted Personnel Management System performance-oriented training plan, and their own equipment and facility constraints. HumRRO, having developed training materials for M48 tank commanders and crewmen under Work Unit SHOCK. ,\CrION, providedL copies of the training documents to the 40th Infantry Division (Mech). California Army National Guard.
In the Reserve and National Guard units, briefings and work sessions stimulated considerable interest in the development of methods to be used for the training of unit personnel during their periodic weekend drill periods. However, ATC-PERFORM resources and priority assignments permitted only the activities outlined above.
NCO LEADERSHIP/INSTRUCTOR TRAINING COURSES
The leadership component of Work Unit ATC-PERFORNM involved work in three training programs: the Special Leader Preparation Program (SLPP), the Drill Sergea,, School and Drill Sergeant Course (DS.S/DSC), and the Instructor Training Course (ITC).
Special Leader Preparation Program
At the time of ATC-PERFORM involvement, the Special Leader Preparation Program (SLPP) was a one-week leadership course designed to prepare trainees in BCT for leadership responsibilities in AIT. The course was conducted for specially selected BCT trainees during the last week of the BCT cycle. Trainees assigned to the SLPP were selected by BCT company cadre during the 5th week of the BCT cycle, with priority given to high-aptitude trainees occupying trainee leader positions.
The SLPP was an outgrowth of the Leader Preparation Program (LPP) developed by HumRRO and implemented by the Army in 1962. The LPP originally consisted of two components, (a) a two-week leader preparation course given after completing BCT and before starting AIT and (b) eight weeks of supervised on-the-job training given in AIT. The leader preparation part of the program had subsequently been shortened to one week and integrated with BC`T in order to reduce training time and to overcome trainee reluctance to spend two additional weeks in a training status.
The SLPP research was conducted at Fort Ord, California in July and August 1972, and consisted of observing SLPP classes, interviewing BCT company cadre, SLPP trainees, and SLPP faculty, collecting aptitude and achievement scores of SLPP trainees, and examining training materials and testing materials used in the SLPP. A report on the work was subsequently submitted to the Directorate for Plans and Training, Fort Ord.
In addition to making recommendations regarding the conduct of the one-week leadership course, HurnRRO staff made recommendations on how to increase the perdormmnce orientation of both the training and the testing activities, on the slection and orientation of trainees maigned to the SLPP, the conduct of the two-week accelerated phase of the SLPP., and the utilization of SLPP graduates an the completion of the program.
HumRRO involvement with the SLPP was completed in December 1972. The SLPP was subsequently discontinued at Fort Ord as a consequence of the phasing-out of their Army Training Center mission.
Drill Sergeant School/Drill Serpent Course
The Drill Sergeant School (DSS) and the Drill Sergeant Course (DSC) are approximately ix-week programs designed to teach selected non-commissioned officers and specialists the fundamentals and techniques of conducting individual training in training centers mid units. While the DSS is designed for active Army units and the DSC for rserve Army units, the content of the two programs is substantially the same.
ATC-PERFORM activities in the DSS(DSC area really began in May 1972 with a review of their newly revised Program of Instruction (P01). The POI showed many deviations from the concepts of performance-oriented training.
In June 1972, two merbers of the HumRRO staff attended a symposium at Fort Benning, at which time representatives from the various DSS/DSC met to review the POI. HumRRO staff emphasized the need to:
(1) Specify terminal training objectives and maximum hours for each block of instruction, and allow each DSS/DSC to develop its own procedure for attaining these objectives. In November-December 1972, HumRRO personnel observed the DSS then being conducted at Fort Ord. Observation took the form of attending a representative sample of classes, examining training and testing materials, and interviewing students and cadre. The DSS, as conducted at Fort Ord, exhibited the same problems as were noted in the POI. A written report of the obser'ations was subsequently submitted to Fort Ord and TRADOC.
In September 1973, HumRRO personnel reviewed a new draft of the POI, and in October 1973 attended the DSS/DSC symposium held at Fort Benning, where the new draft POI was reviewed by representatives from each of the DSS and DSC. Most of the weaknesses noted in the 1972 POI were still evident in the 1973 POI. The major achievement of the 1973 meeting was the decision that Fort Benning would prepare test instrurments and test procedures to be used by the separate DSS and DSC, and that the Effective Military Instruction (EMI) component of the DSS/DSC would incorporate the materials and procedures newly prepared by HumRRO for the Instructor Training Course (see "Instructor Training Course" following).
In May 1974, HumRRO personnel reviewed a revised draft of the PO. This draft incorporated some of the suggestions made by HumRRO personnel at the 1973 symposium, but appeared to need work in a number of important areas.
INSTRUCTOR TRAINING COURSE
The Instructor Training Course (ITC) is a two-week coune designed to prepare noncommisrioned officers and specialists for instructor duties. HumRRO involvement in the ITC began in December 1972 when two members of the HumRRO staff were requested for temporary duty at the Armor School to assist in the preparation of a performance-oriented PO! for the ITC. Subsequent to preparation of the POI and submission to TRADOC, proponency for this POI was transferred to the Infantry SchocJ, aid again HumRRO provided input for making it performance-oriented. "Tis POI was approved by TRADOC and sent to the various training cei'ters for implementation on a trial bahss.
In March 1974, HumRRO proposed to visit a sample of operating ITC to determine what problems, if any, had arisen in efforts to implement the performance-oriented POI. In April-Jure 1974, HumRRO personnel observed the ITC at Fort Ord, Fort Leonard W-od, and Fort Knox. Observation consisted of attending a representative sample of chisses, examining training and evaluation materials, and interviewing cadre and students. These observations indicated that while the three ITC continued to implement major components of the performance-oriented PO. in a number of respects they had reverted to conventional platform training. Major deviations from performance-oriented training concepts were (a) overemphasis on the lecture/conference as opposed to the performance-oriented training technique, 1) no requirement that the student demonstrate G•INO-GO mastery of critical teaching skills, and (c) overemphasis on ritualistic behavior. A report of these observations was submitted to TRADOC and to the USAIS.
A "How To Do It" Manual
A high-priority activity that TRADOC had requested of ATC-PERFORM was the drafting of a manual, for use by ATC personnel, on the conduct of performance-oriented training. During FY73, such a manual was prepared for use by brigade/battalion/ company-level training managers and trainers. The manual explains, in practical terms for operational use, the principles on which performance training systems vre based, the proper use of performance tests, the conduct of performance training, the differences between performance and conventional training, and management considerations in performance training systems.
The manual was submitted to TRADOC in June 1973 and was published, unchanged, as TRADOC Pamphlet 600-11, Guidelines for the Conduct of Performance Oriented Training. October 1973. The pamphlet has been reprinted, and has been distributed in quantity for use at all ATCs. In addition to the ATC distribution, large number of copies have been provided for use at Army schools and by units in the field.
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Chapter S EPILOG ATC-PERFORM has been a catalyst for accomplishbig institutional change in the insbructional system used in Army Training Centers. The change has affected training managers, instructors, and trainees. Change in instructional methods has been directed away tfom the platform and subject-oriented systems to a performance-oriented system. Tvaining objectives which facilitate an individual's learning skills of a job at entry level ar emphasized. Training in focused on the individual rather than the group. The instructor becomes the manager and organizer of skill instruction rather than a presenter of information.
Institutional change in a large organization does not take place easily or quickly. While the trainee adapts readily to this new system and finds performance-oriented training both meaningful and motivating, the process of introducing change through training managers and instructors who are products of the conventional system takes time end effort. The new techniques are often mistakenly interpreted as an affront to the professional stature of a qualified instructor for a variety of reasons:
(1) More work is involved.
(2) The checkout of individual skill performance takes more time and effort than administering and grading a written quiz.
(3) Remediation or redrilling a trainee in a skill sequence after a GO/NO GO performance test is often seen as unnecessary.
(4) Quality-control procedures which provide a more complete check on what instructors are presenting and the standards they apply during performance checkout are upeciaily threatening to those instructors who are marginal in their own skill performance and knowledge. Time is needed to introduce the new methods to both instructors and training managers and, when an understanding of purpose and objective has been reached, to introduce the methods into the instructional system.
The process of converting to a new instructional system also has to contend with considerable "washback" or reversion to the conventional platform method of instruction. Instructors trained in the platform technique are in the habit of using a sizable portion of the class time for the presentation of subject matter. In this presentation time, they often attempt to display their grasp of the subject matter, presenting a series of "nice to know" facts which are only tangential to the trainees' acquisition of a skill. The "washback" occurs when the instructor goes back to his old habits and sense of values and emphasizes the presentation rather than the skill learning. Presentation of knowledge, theory, and other "nice to know" material frequently uses up valuable time which can be more profitably spent by trainees in skill practice.
The reasons for instructor "washback" are many. The instructor may not have been properly trained in performance-oriented training methods. He may confuse talking about a skill with trainees actually performing it, and he may believe he is accomplishing his instructional objectives. Too many instructors attempt to "tell them how to do it" when "show them how to do it" is the requirement. Mrany dw-o feel that a platform presentation, expertly carried out, is needed to impress the students with the importance of the subject and the ability of tWe instructor. There is also the attitude that one's profeusonal stature as an instructor will suffer unless an expert and lengthy presentation is made from the platform.
The instructor must eventually learn that the performance-oriented system of instruction focuses on the individual trainees' becoming proficient in skills rather than focusing upon himself and his own abilities on the platform.
The institutional change process requires supervision from training managers and commanders. If instructional change is to take place, and if the main instructional medium is the instructor, major emphasis must be given to ensuring that instructor behavior does, in fact, change.
